
How to create a preprint number 

1. Go to the website: admin.webb.uu.se (login required). 

Note: Once you log in, you should be seeing something similar to Figure 1. If it looks 
different, make sure you choose the physics.uu.se repository on the dropdown menu 
on the top left corner. If you do not speak Swedish, you can also change the language 
from Svenska to English , using the other dropdown menu on the top left corner. 

Figure 1: Editing page for physics.uu.se . 

2. Using the navigation menu on the left, choose Research ( Forskning ), then 

Theoretical Physics ( Teoretisk fysik ) and finally Publications 

( Publikationer ). 

Note: The name of the page you should be looking for in the sidebar is Publications 
( Publikationer ) and it should not have any year number appended to it. If you followed 
the instructions correctly, you should be seeing a page similar to Figure 2. 
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Figure 2: Publications page. 

3. Take note of the highest preprint number. The preprint number of your paper 
should be the next number. 

Note: The paper with the highest preprint number might be the paper on the top, but 
please look at the papers below, to make sure that nobody has reserved a preprint number 
greater than that of the paper on the top. 

4. Scroll down until the end of the Publications xxxx block (where “xxxx” is the 
current calendar year). You should be seeing something similar to Figure 3. Click 
on the Create ( Skapa ) button on the bottom right. 

Figure 3: Publications list. 
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5. At this stage you will see the window shown in Figure 4. For organizational pur-
poses, use the preprint number UUITP-xx/yy as the name, where “yy” are the last 
two digits of the calendar year and “xx” is the highest registered preprint number 
incremented by one. Click Next to continue. 

Figure 4: Creating a new preprint entry. 

6. Write the title of the paper in the Title box. Fill in the Lead-in box with the 
author names, the preprint number and the abstract. To keep things uniform, try 
to follow the formatting of previous entries. When you are done, click Save . 

Note: If you don’t have an abstract at the moment, you can add it later. 

Figure 5: Filling in information for your paper. 
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7. Important: For your paper to appear in both language versions of the website, 
you must now click the button for the other language on the top of the window 
shown in Figure 5. The page for the other language version will first appear blank. 
First, click Save and now you will be able to copy the information you entered in 
Step 6 and paste it in the corresponding boxes for the other language. Then click 
Save and exit . 

8. Now your preprint entry will appear in the list of the editing website. To complete 
the publishing process, click Publish ( Publicera ). 

Note: Don’t forget to mark the entries for both languages in the final dialog window 
(Figure 7). 

Figure 6: Publishing your preprint entry. 

Figure 7: Remember to check both language versions for publication. 
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